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Summary 

 

In this work we determine the distribution in plant of production department 541, of a 

company that manufactures safety products, which minimizes the total costs associated 

with the flow of materials and distances traveled by materialists between each of the 

manufacturing cells of the department. The distribution in plant was obtained by applying 

the Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm, with three different combinations of the values of 

its four parameters, highlighting the importance of carefully selecting the values of those 

parameters, since they depend on the effectiveness of the algorithm. For each combination, 

40 runs were performed in the Microsoft Office Excel 14 spreadsheet, generating feasible 

solutions. The optimal solution obtained with the Ant Colony Optimization algorithm is the 

permutation matrix (163542), which matches the result obtained with the Max-Min ant 

system algorithm, supporting its optimal solution position, to minimize the total cost of 

plant distribution. 

 
Key words: Plant distribution, Ant colony optimization algorithm, Max-Min Ant system, optimal. 

 

1 Introduction  

 

One of the challenges arising from the characteristics of the contemporary market is plant 

distribution, since it represents the process of physical management of industrial elements 

so that they constitute a productive system capable of achieving the objectives set in the 

most appropriate and efficient way possible, thus making employees and equipment work 

more comfortably , avoiding unnecessary handling and transport of the material, reducing 

risks of accidents at work, delays, deterioration of material, saving space, obtaining better 

sanitary conditions and facilitating cost control [11, 13, 14]. Poor distribution in the plant 

generates unnecessary movements that directly affect the efficiency of the production 

system and the flow of materials during the production process. Companies should 

therefore be designed in a way that optimizes the flow of materials from raw material to 

finished product [3, 7, 13].  
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Productive systems face increasingly difficult problems on a daily basis, some are classified 

as NP-hard, since there is no known algorithm that solves it at a polynomial time, its 

solution requires the support of computational science, given the complexity and limitation 

in terms of their execution time, the results obtained with optimization and heuristic 

methods are improved with metaheuristics [1, 2, 8, 15].  A metaheuristic is an iterative 

generation process that guides the search for solutions by intelligently combining different 

concepts from various fields such as: artificial intelligence, biological evolution, collective 

intelligence, immune systems, among others [5]. 

 

In this work, the ant colony optimization metaheuristics were implemented, which focuses 

on solving difficult problems of combinatorial optimization, its approach is quite well 

known and successful in solving different types of problems such as: vehicle routes and 

examination programming [9,17, 20], which means that the movement of an ant depends to 

a large extent on the graphical representation of the problem [16]. The algorithm is inspired 

by the behavior of ants to find the shortest path between the food source and the anthill [4,  

6, 8, 12,16, 19], so artificial ants, represented by simple computational agents, are assigned, 

which are placed on a graph and forced to move through the nodes until a stop is met [ 8, 

12, 16, 19], working cooperatively and communicating through artificial pheromone traces. 

A random element allows ants to generate a completely different group of solutions and 

therefore explore a much larger variety of solutions than conventional heuristics [12]. And 

the Max-Min Ant System (AS Max-Min) algorithm, which is an extension of the ant 

system algorithm, where only the best ant can update the pheromone and start the traces of 

pheromones to the upper limit of these [8, 10, 19], plus it has an additional mechanism to 

prevent the stagnation of the search, and with a quick and simple procedure [8, 7]. In the 

construction phase, an ant incrementally creates a partial solution by adding a not visited 

region to the partial solution built at that time until a feasible solution is obtained [2, 19]. 

 

The company in which this work was carried out, is engaged in the manufacture and 

distribution of a wide variety of safety products, works daily two shifts of 8 hours each, has 

about 700 employees and the production area has 120 manufacturing cells grouped in 

different departments, each of these cells has three or more workstations. Because of the 

company's multi-product manufacturing nature, many manufacturing cells and workstations 

use the same materials so the employees in charge make some travel to supply them. In 

particular, department 541 consists of 6 manufacturing cells, produces more variety of 

products and has a higher rate of new product processing than the rest of the other 

departments, causing continuous changes in their distribution in the plant. Therefore, 

solving the company's plant distribution problem will allow it to have a competitive 

advantage over other world-class production systems. For this reason, the objective of this 

work is to design a plant distribution of department 541 applying the ant colony 

optimization algorithm that minimizes the total costs associated with the flow of materials 

and distances traveled by materialists between each of the department's manufacturing 

cells. The second section describes the metaheuristic methodologies of the ACO algorithms 

and Max-Min Ant system and their application to the plant distribution problem. The third 

section presents the results obtained from the plant distribution problem of department 541 

and finally, in the fourth section the conclusions of this research are presented. 
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2 Metaheuristic Methods 

 

For plant distribution oriented to the multi-product manufacturing process, it was 

established as an objective function to minimize the total cost (TC) of the flow of materials 

between the different cells, considering unit the cost of moving materialists, that is, 

          according [3]   

 

           (   )  ∑∑      

 

   

 

   

                                                               ( ) 

 

Where 
                   
                                                

                                      

                                 

 

Each solution to the plant distribution problem is a permutation of the number of cells to be 

located and is represented by a vector of n integer components, where  ( )    means that 

cell    will be located in the area    [3]. 

 

The information necessary to decide whether or not to perform a partial mapping are data 

from: distances between areas, flows between cells (heuristic information) and information 

about the quality of solutions (pheromone trace). This information is stored in square arrays 

of dimension  . The matrix with heuristic information is expressed by:  
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Where 
                                                                                    

 

2.1 Heuristic Information Matrix 

 

For the construction of the heuristic information matrix the distance (in meters) was 

measured, which is between each of the areas and counted the times when each materialist 

in each cell addressed the other cells for raw material within 16 hours. By the nature of the 

problem, the distance used is that of Manhattan. Tables 1 and 2 show the corresponding 

arrays of distances between areas and material flow, respectively: (Tables and operations 

were performed in Excel 14). 

                

 

 

(2) 
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                Table 1. Matrix of distances between areas. 

 

 

 

               Table 2. Material flow matrix.  

 

By multiplying the column of the summations of the distance matrix by the transpose of the 

summation column of the flow matrix, the square matrix of heuristic information     of 

order 6 is obtained, which is shown in Table 3. 
 

 

                  Table 3. Heuristic information matrix. 

 
 

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

A1 0 44.6 40.6 28.7 40.8 33.4 188.1

A2 44.6 0 10.6 12.8 11.5 19.4 98.9

A3 40.6 10.6 0 11.5 1.5 12.3 76.5

A4 28.7 12.8 11.5 0 11.7 4.9 69.6

A5 40.8 11.5 1.5 11.7 0 11.2 76.7

A6 33.4 19.4 12.3 4.9 11.2 0 81.2

DISTANCES (m)
∑         

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

S1 0 3 1 3 6 3 16

S2 1 0 17 3 1 2 24

S3 3 13 0 15 1 3 35

S4 11 4 2 0 9 2 28

S5 7 5 5 12 0 17 46

S6 1 18 2 1 1 0 23

FLOW (Cell materialist trips to other cells in 16 hours)
∑    

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

A1 3009.6 4514.4 6583.5 5266.8 8652.6 4326.3

A2 1582.4 2373.6 3461.5 2769.2 4549.4 2274.7

A3 1224 1836 2677.5 2142 3519 1759.5

A4 1113.6 1670.4 2436 1948.8 3201.6 1600.8

A5 1227.2 1840.8 2684.5 2147.6 3528.2 1764.1

A6 1299.2 1948.8 2842 2273.6 3735.2 1867.6
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2.2 Distribution in Current Plant 

 

The current plant distribution of production department 541 is shown in Figure 1, which 

has as its permutation matrix (123456), indicating that cell 1 is located in area 1, cell 2 is 

located in area 2 and so on, with a total cost of $15,405.3, coming from the sum of the costs 

of the main diagonal of Table 4. 

 

 
  Figure 1. Distribution in current plant of production department 541. 

 
 

 

                             Table 4. Total cost of distribution in current floor plan. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

A1 3009.6 4514.4 6583.5 5266.8 8652.6 4326.3

A2 1582.4 2373.6 3461.5 2769.2 4549.4 2274.7

A3 1224 1836 2677.5 2142 3519 1759.5

A4 1113.6 1670.4 2436 1948.8 3201.6 1600.8

A5 1227.2 1840.8 2684.5 2147.6 3528.2 1764.1

A6 1299.2 1948.8 2842 2273.6 3735.2 1867.6

1.1 2.2 3.3 4.4 5.5 6.6
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(3) 

(4) 

2.3 Cell Location Restrictions 

 

When analyzing plant distribution, manufacturing areas and cells (see Figure 1), there is a 

restriction, which is that cells 4 and 5 stay together as they share a conveyor, this means 

that in the only places where the cells mentioned can be placed are in areas 2 and 3 or 4 and 

5, regardless of the order of the same. Manufacturing cells are the ones that will change 

from their initial position to other areas. With the above criterion, the permutation matrix 

(123456) has to be feasible, where cells 4 and 5 are found together in areas 4 and 5. The 

permutation matrices (123465) and (451236) are non-feasible solutions, because in the first 

case cells 4 and 5 are separated and in the second case, they are not found in areas 2 and 3 

or 4 and 5. 

 

2.4 Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm 

 

To build a solution, you choose a cell and a start area where each ant randomly chooses the 

order in which η cells are set, considering a probabilistic rule for deciding the area to assign 

to each cell [3]. The probability with which ant   decides to place cell    in the area     is 

given by: 
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(   )
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Already obtained the costs and contributions associated with each solution is updated the 

pheromone     by: 
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2.4.1 Application of the Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm 

The application of the ant colony optimization algorithm (ACO) to the plant distribution 

problem was carried out by analyzing three combinations of the values of the parameters   
           These values and the heuristic information matrix are used in the formulas for the 

transition probability equation (3) and the evaporation of the pheromone equation (4) 

 

2.4.1.1 First Combination of parameters 

 

Application of the ACO algorithm to the plant distribution problem, with the first 

combination of parameter values:                             First, the table is 

created with the probabilities that an ant moves from one cell to another, which are 

obtained from equation (3). Since ant 1 starts from cell 1, there cannot be any value in that 

column, because it cannot go to the same cell where it was, the same thing happens with the 

second column of ant 2, since it starts from cell 2 and so on. Subsequently, a second 

cumulative probabilities table is created and then a column is constructed with random 

numbers generated by the uniform distribution, these values are used to select the cell to 

which the ant will be directed, the selected cell will be the one where the random value is 

located in each of the intervals generated by the accumulated probabilities , for example: 

the first random value generated in the first iteration was 0.720, which is between 0.582 and 

0.827, which corresponds to the fourth column of the cumulative probability table, which 

implies that ant 1 will move from cell 1 to cell 5. Already chosen the second cell, the same 

steps are performed, considering that the cells already chosen cannot be re-selected. The 

calculations performed in the first run are based on the values of the probability matrices 

shown in the Table 5.  
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                      Table 5. Probabilities matrices that support the results of the first run. 

 

 

After all the transition probabilities and all allocations were calculated, the total costs 

associated with each of the solutions were found, using the heuristic information matrix. 

The permutation matrix obtained as a solution presents a sequence of values, which indicate 

the assigned cell and the position they occupy represents the assigned area, for example: the 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 Random

A1 S1 ---- 0.177 0.214 0.191 0.245 0.173 0.177 0.391 0.582 0.827 1.0 0.720

A2 S5 ---- 0.234 0.283 0.253 0.229 0.234 0.517 0.771 0.771 1.0 0.952

A3 S6 ---- 0.304 0.367 0.329 0.304 0.671 1.0 0.346

A4 S3 ---- 0.481 0.519 0.481 1.0 0.550

A5 S4 ---- 1.000 1.0

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

Random

Random

A1 S2 0.149 ---- 0.221 0.198 0.253 0.179 0.149 0.370 0.568 0.821 1.0 0.364

A2 S3 0.192 ---- 0.254 0.325 0.230 0.192 0.445 0.770 1.0 0.214

A3 S4 0.257 ---- 0.435 0.308 0.257 0.692 1.0 0.151

A4 S1 ---- 0.586 0.414 0.586 1.0 0.783

A5 S6 ---- 1.000 1.0

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 Random

A1 S3 0.155 0.190 ---- 0.205 0.263 0.186 0.155 0.345 0.551 0.814 1.0 0.132

A2 S1 0.225 ---- 0.243 0.312 0.220 0.225 0.468 0.780 1.0 0.955

A3 S6 0.289 ---- 0.312 0.400 0.289 0.600 1.0 0.460

A4 S4 0.419 ---- 0.581 0.419 1.0 0.319

A5 S2 ---- 1.000 1.0

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 Random

A1 S4 0.152 0.186 0.224 ---- 0.257 0.182 0.152 0.337 0.561 0.818 1.0 0.709

A2 S5 0.204 0.250 0.302 ---- 0.245 0.204 0.454 0.755 1.0 0.951

A3 S6 0.270 0.331 0.399 ---- 0.270 0.601 1.0 0.951

A4 S3 0.449 0.551 ---- 0.449 1.0 0.961

A5 S2 1.000 ---- 1.0

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 Random

A1 S5 0.161 0.197 0.238 0.212 ---- 0.193 0.161 0.357 0.595 0.807 1.0 0.753

A2 S4 0.204 0.250 0.302 ---- 0.245 0.204 0.454 0.755 1.0 0.646

A3 S3 0.292 0.358 ---- 0.350 0.292 0.650 1.0 0.208

A4 S1 0.505 ---- 0.495 0.505 1.0 0.460

A5 S2 ---- 1.000 1.0

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 Random

A1 S6 0.149 0.182 0.220 0.197 0.252 ---- 0.149 0.331 0.551 0.748 1.0 0.335

A2 S3 0.191 0.234 0.252 0.323 ---- 0.191 0.424 0.677 1.0 0.558

A3 S4 0.255 0.312 0.433 ---- 0.255 0.567 1.0 0.558

A4 S2 0.371 0.629 ---- 0.371 1.0 0.801

A5 S5 1.000 ---- 1.0

Cumulative Probability Matrix

Ant 1 starts at 1
Cumulative Probability Matrix

Ant 2 starts at 2

Cumulative Probability Matrix

Ant 6 starts at 6

Cumulative Probability Matrix

Ant 3 starts at 3

Cumulative Probability Matrix

Ant 4 starts at 4

Cumulative Probability Matrix

Ant 5 starts at 5
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first solution    (      ) indicates that cell 1 maps to area 1, cell 5 maps to area 2, cell 

6 maps to area 3, and so on. To calculate the total cost of the first solution (156342) the 

values of the heuristic information matrix shown in Table 6 and equation (1) were used.  

 
                  Table 6. Selecting allocation costs for the first solution 

 
 

 
  (  )                          

By replacing the values in Table 6 in equation (5) you have:  

  (      )                                                  

 

Based on the restrictions on the plant distribution problem, the solution (156342) must not 

be feasible, but it is important to calculate its total cost. After calculating the total costs 

associated with each solution, its contribution was valued through 

      =  
1

  (  )
 

 
The respective solutions, total costs and contributions are shown in Table 7  

 
                                        Table 7. Results of the first run. 

 
 

Equation (4) is used to update the pheromone matrix for the second run  

 

   ( )  (     )                               

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

A1 3009.6 4514.4 6583.5 5266.8 8652.6 4326.3

A2 1582.4 2373.6 3461.5 2769.2 4549.4 2274.7

A3 1224 1836 2677.5 2142 3519 1759.5

A4 1113.6 1670.4 2436 1948.8 3201.6 1600.8

A5 1227.2 1840.8 2684.5 2147.6 3528.2 1764.1

A6 1299.2 1948.8 2842 2273.6 3735.2 1867.6

   

Ant Solution TC (Sk) Input

1 (156342) $15,850.9 0.06308790

2 (234165) $16,730.8 0.05977001

3 (316425) $17,450.2 0.05730593

4 (456321) $17,151.7 0.05830326

5 (543126) $18,921.3 0.05285049

6 (634251) $16,427.6 0.06087316

(6) 

(5) 
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The values of 0.063, 0.0583 and 0.0528 refer to the inputs of solutions 1, 4 and 5, where 

the ratio of 1 and 2 joints is observed regardless of order, or one at the beginning and one 

at the end, since the solutions are considered cyclical. All operations have already been 

performed on each of the assignments, the pheromone matrix was obtained for the next 

run, which is shown in Table 8 

 
                                Table 8. Pheromone matrix updated for second run. 

 
 

 
The procedure is repeated until the 40 runs are complete. Applying the ACO algorithm to 

the plant distribution problem generated the feasible run solutions shown in Figure 2.  

 

 
Figure 2. Number of feasible solutions out of 40 runs with the first combination. 

 

2.4.1.2 Second Combination of parameters 
 

The application of the ACO algorithm to the plant distribution problem, with the second 

combination of parameter values:                                   generated 

the feasible solutions per run shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. Number of feasible solutions out of 40 runs with the second combination  

 

0 1.174 1.110 1.118 1.124 1.178

1.174 0 1.118 1.181 1.178 1.053

1.110 1.118 0 1.237 1.057 1.182

1.118 1.181 1.237 0 1.111 1.057

1.124 1.178 1.057 1.111 0 1.234

1.178 1.053 1.182 1.057 1.234 0

   ( ) = (1   )     (  1)+ ∑    
 

 

 =1
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2.4.1.3 Third Combination of parameters 
 

The application of the ACO algorithm to the plant distribution problem, with the third 

combination of parameter values:                                generated the 

feasible solutions per run shown in Figure 4. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Number of feasible solutions out of 40 runs with the third combination 

 

2.5 Max-Min Ant System Algorithm 

 

To obtain a feasible solution, the procedure is initiated, adding a column to the right of the 

heuristic information matrix, consisting of the summaries of each of the lines, then 

selecting the minimum value of the line and choosing the maximum value that is in that 

line, already chosen the value, the line and column are removed, obtaining a reduced array 

of order (   )  (   ), and the procedure is repeated until you get the   values [18]. 

 

2.5.1 Application of the Max- Min ant System Algorithm 

 

Applying the Max-Min ant system algorithm to the Table 3 heuristic information matrix on 

page 4, the first selected value is shown in Table 9, which indicates the removal of the 

corresponding line and column, reducing the order of the matrix. The second chosen value 

is shown in Table 10. 

 
                               Table 9. First operation of the Max-Min Ant System Algorithm. 

 
 
                               

 

 

 

 

 

3009.6 4514.4 6583.5 5266.8 8652.6 4326.3 32353.2

1582.4 2373.6 3461.5 2769.2 4549.4 2274.7 17010.8

1224.0 1836.0 2677.5 2142.0 3519.0 1759.5 13158.0

1113.6 1670.4 2436.0 1948.8 3201.6 1600.8 11971.2

1227.2 1840.8 2684.5 2147.6 3528.2 1764.1 13192.4

1299.2 1948.8 2842.0 2273.6 3735.2 1867.6 13966.4
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                               Table 10. Second operation of the Max-Min Ant System Algorithm 

 
 

The procedure is continued until the feasible solution given by the permutation matrix 

(163542) is obtained with a minimum total cost of $15,259.80, which is shown in Table 11.  

Selecting each of the values implies which cell will be located in the indicated area, that is, 

the first value of 3009.6 means that cell 1 will be located in area 1, the value of 2274.7 

implies that cell 6 will be located in area 2, and so on with each of the values. 
 

                        Table 11. Feasible solution obtained with Max-Min ant system algorithm. 

 
 

 

 

3 Results obtained   

 

For each combination of parameter values            , used in the ACO algorithm, 40 

runs were performed with six iterations each, generating a total of 720 solutions, Figures 2, 

3 and 4, show only the number of feasible solutions per run.  

The greatest number of feasible solutions are found in the first and third combination of 

parameters, however, in the second combination you get with the ACO algorithm the 

optimal solution (163542), with a minimum total cost of $15,259.80. This result coincides 

with the result obtained with the Max–Min ant system algorithm, which supports its 

optimal solution position to minimize the total cost associated with plant distribution 

focused on the total distances traveled by the materialists of each cell. Table 12 shows the 

best five feasible solutions obtained with the ACO algorithm for each combination and the 

respective values of its parameters.  In addition, the optimal permutation matrix (163542) to 

be implemented in Production Department 541 is shown in Figure 5. 

 

3009.6 4514.4 6583.5 5266.8 4326.3 23700.6

1582.4 2373.6 3461.5 2769.2 2274.7 12461.4

1224.0 1836.0 2677.5 2142.0 1759.5 9639.0

1227.2 1840.8 2684.5 2147.6 1764.1 9664.2

1299.2 1948.8 2842.0 2273.6 1867.6 10231.2

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6

A1 3009.6 4514.4 6583.5 5266.8 8652.6 4326.3 32353

A2 1582.4 2373.6 3461.5 2769.2 4549.4 2274.7 17011

A3 1224 1836 2677.5 2142 3519 1759.5 13158

A4 1113.6 1670.4 2436 1948.8 3201.6 1600.8 11971

A5 1227.2 1840.8 2684.5 2147.6 3528.2 1764.1 13192

A6 1299.2 1948.8 2842 2273.6 3735.2 1867.6 13966

1.1 2.6 3.3 4.5 5.4 6.2
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Table 12. The best five feasible solutions from each combination. 

 
 

 

 
   Figure 5. Optimal plant distribution for production department 541 

 

 

4 Conclusions  

 

Based on the application of the ant colony optimization algorithm to the plant distribution 

problem of Production Department 541, using three combinations of parameter values 

              the permutation matrix (163542) with a minimum total cost of $15,259.80 

was obtained as an optimal solution.  Its implementation requires changing only cell 2 to 

area 6, changing cell 6 to area 2 and making a change of position between cells 4 and 5, 

providing the company with savings of $145.50 per day. In addition to minimizing the idle 

time of materialists. It should be noted that the savings would increase proportionately over 

the days and increase this, by applying the ACO algorithm throughout the company.  

The second combination of parameters generated fewer feasible solutions than the first and 

third combinations, however, it provided the optimal solution, noting that the values of the 

parameters of   y    used, were the smallest of the three combinations, which opens up to 

investigate whether the smaller values of those parameters are more efficient. Finally, it is 

Solution Cost Solution Cost Solution Cost

α 0.5 (123546) $15,277.5 α 0.5 (163542) $15,259.8 α 0.5 (123546) $15,277.5

β 0.5 (145326) $15,442.2 β 0.5 (162543) $15,311.5 β 0.5 (162543) $15,311.5

τ 2 (136542) $15,528.6 τ 0.001 (126543) $15,333.9 τ 0.1 (126543) $15,333.9

ρ 0.5 (145632) $15,531.9 ρ 0.05 (163452) $15,387.6 ρ 0.9 (162453) $15,439.3

(145263) $15,574.3 (145236) $15,520.3 (145326) $15,442.2

Parameters 

values

Parameters 

values

Parameters 

values

First Combination Second Combination Third Combination
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very important to note that the effectiveness of the ACO algorithm depends on the selection 

of parameter values and the appropriate number of runs, as tested in this work. 
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